2013 DIA Environmental Annual Report
Introduction

Denver International Airport was built with sustainability in mind. From the
translucent roof that allows ample daylight into the terminal atrium to centralized
deicing pads that support an industry-leading aircraft deicing fluid collection and
recycling system, DIA is committed to maintaining that legacy through innovative
environmental management.
In 2004, DIA became the first commercial airport in the United States with an ISO
14001-certified Environmental Management System (EMS) covering all operations.
The EMS provides a framework to proactively identify and manage all activities
that may cause environmental impacts, before those impacts occur. In 2013, the
airport continued its investment in sustainability through projects and programs
that are solidifying DIA’s place among the most environmentally conscious
airports in the United States.

Energy
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DIA proactively manages energy consumption to reduce utility costs and
the pollution created by energy generation. By installing high-efficiency
equipment, DIA achieved a five-year goal to reduce energy use per
passenger by 1 percent annually. In 2013, airport staff began work
on an energy management program to establish a framework for
implementing sustainable energy management initiatives.
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Because we want to protect our community’s water supply, we collect aircraft deicing
fluid runoff and recycle it into usable products. DIA collected 68 percent of all deicing
fluid applied to aircraft during the 2012-13 winter season, an industry-leading
percentage that prevented more than 710,000 gallons of propylene glycol from
being released into the environment or processed as wastewater. Not only does this
system protect aquatic life in our waterways but it also saved the airport $2 million
in fees for wastewater treatment.

Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

In 2013, DIA opened 10 new electric vehicle charging stations for
customers in the terminal parking garages, one of the first major
public installations of Level 1 electric vehicle charging systems in the
country. DIA selected Level 1 stations because they are efficient,
inexpensive, and will best meet airport customer needs.
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WATER

With millions of square feet of facilities and 53 square miles of activity, water
consumption and water quality are critical issues at DIA. Stewardship of
natural resources through watershed protection and conservation allows us to
be a good neighbor to those downstream.

Solar Energy

WATER BOTTLE FILLING STATIONS

DIA has one of the largest airport solar installations in the world. With 8
megawatts of solar-electric generating capacity across three arrays,
the arrays can produce more than 13 million kilowatt-hours each
year. That’s enough electricity to power about 2,000 Denver
homes, and represents 6 percent of DIA’s total electrical consumption.
DIA’s commitment to cost-effective renewable energy will continue in
2014 with the construction of a fourth solar array that will increase the
airport’s solar capacity by 24 percent.

In 2013, DIA installed six water bottle filling stations (two on each concourse)
so passengers can stay hydrated without generating waste. Waste audits
show that most plastic bottles make their way into landfills, where they can
take hundreds of years to decompose. In their first year, the stations filled
the equivalent of 600,000 half-liter plastic bottles.

Arrival and Departure Procedures

In partnership with the FAA, Rocky Mountain and Centennial airports, major airline
partners, and the Jeppesen Company, DIA designed and implemented new aircraft
arrival and departure procedures to help increase runway throughput and reduce fuel
consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and aircraft noise. DIA is the first commercial
airport to design a truly comprehensive plan of Area Navigation (RNAV). The FAA
estimates that the new RNAV procedures for arriving aircraft into Denver will save
each flight 14 to 21 gallons of fuel. In 2013, DIA’s carriers combined would have saved
at least $8.5 million.

RNAV is estimated to SAVE
14 to 21 gallons of fuel per flight
(or $40 to $61 per flight
at today’s prices)

ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP

Partnerships

DIA is continuously looking for ways to improve processes and develop
programs that demonstrate sustainability leadership among airports.

Community Donations – The airport discards toilet paper rolls before
they are fully empty to minimize inconvenience for passengers. In 2013,
DIA donated more than three tons of these toilet paper rolls to the
Denver Rescue Mission and Metro CareRing—dramatically reducing
waste while supporting community organizations.
Box Culverts – As Colorado dealt with damaging floods, DIA stepped up
to supply surplus concrete box culverts to local governments to support
post-flood reconstruction. DIA sold two of its extra box culverts to
Larimer County for just $10 each. The Army Corps of Engineers installed
these culverts for free, and the culverts have now restored the flow of
water along Highway 36 near Pinewood Springs.

ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

Colorado administers the Environmental Leadership Program to recognize
organizations that go beyond regulatory compliance and commit to
continuous environmental improvement. In 2013, DIA was honored as
a nine-year Gold Level Environmental Leader.
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SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT PLAN

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Everyone who learned the three Rs of waste management remembers that reuse
comes before recycling. In that spirit, DIA expanded programs in 2013 that creatively
reused products, equipment and facilities to reduce costs and environmental impacts
and provide resources to community partners. The airport is committed to achieving
the ambitious strategic plan goal of reducing by 10 percent the total tonnage of
solid waste sent to a landfill by 2018.
DIA opened Final Approach, a new cellphone waiting lot and an indoor waiting area
that has restaurants and wireless Internet. DIA was able to reduce construction waste
by repurposing an existing building. What was once an auto repair shop has found
new life, and less waste has gone to a landfill.
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 DIA recycled more than 20 separate
materials, including 73.5 tons of
concrete, 87 tons of restaurant
grease, and 1,700 tons of singlestream materials (paper, plastic
bottles, cans, etc.)
 Composted more than 65 tons of
food scraps, paper towels and other
organic materials

separate initiatives

DIA was awarded an FAA grant to develop a sustainability management plan to
evaluate the environmental, economic and social impacts of current airport
operations and future growth. The completed report (available at http://business.
flydenver.com/community/enviro/) includes 15 separate initiatives that were
identified, weighted and prioritized by DIA staff, members of the public and subject
matter experts. The plan will be a guiding document to align DIA business practices
and decision-making with a bottom-line-based view of airport sustainability.
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